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v dnešní době stává žádaným nástrojem k překonání jazykové bariéry. Tato práce
se věnuje strojovému překladu mluvené angličtiny do češtiny jakožto pomůcce pro
zahraniční turisty. Nejprve jsme z volně dostupných součástí sestavili plně funkční
překladový systém a s jeho pomocí nasbírali od uživatelů ukázkové vstupy. Poté
jsme se zaměřili na dvě nejdůležitější součásti systému – automatické rozpoznání
řeči (ASR) a strojový překlad (MT) – a pokusili se je nahradit vlastními modely,
přizpůsobenými pro danou doménu. Nakonec jsme tato vylepšení vyhodnotili na
nasbíraných datech.
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spoken English into Czech, employed as an aid for international tourists. We built
a fully functional speech translation system using freely available components and
used it for collecting samples of user input. We then focused on replacing the
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improvements on the collected data.
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Introduction
Spoken language translation
The goal of spoken language translation (SLT) is to process recorded speech in
one language to produce a translation in another language. In the recent years,
SLT has become increasingly popular both in research and commercial applications. Since 2015, the Google Translate mobile app features near-simultaneous
translation of bilingual conversations, and the same functionality is offered by
Skype Translator. In this thesis, we attempt a similar feat for the English-Czech
language pair only. We present a telephone-based speech translation system designed to help foreign tourists in the Czech Republic. It can be thought of as a
sort of interactive phrasebook, and its domain is therefore somewhat limited.
A speech translation system typically deals with two major subtasks: (automatic) speech recognition (ASR), i.e. the translation of the audio signal to a
sequence of words in the source language, and machine translation (MT), i.e. the
translation of this sequence of words into the target language. The aim of this
thesis was to build a prototype of such a system, using existing components for
solving these subtasks, and then build our own models for ASR and MT, adapted
to the ‘travel domain’ and designed to eventually replace the ones used in the
prototype.

Structure of the thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1, we will give an account of
the theoretical background of spoken language translation, then describe our
prototype of an interactive speech-to-speech translation system and analyse its
output on the data it collected. In Chapter 2, we shall walk through the design of
our experimental system and the process of building its individual components.
Finally, in Chapter 3, we will evaluate the performance of different variations of
this system on the collected data.

3

1. Analysis
1.1

Background

Before we delve into the details of our experimental system, let us give a theoretical overview of some of the techniques used in speech recognition and machine
translation, and present related work on spoken language translation.

1.1.1

Statistical speech recognition

The role of a speech recognizer is to translate a speech signal to a string of words.
In statistical speech recognition, the signal is represented as a sequence of acoustic
feature vectors x and we want to find the most likely word sequence ŵ given x:
ŵ = arg max p(w | x).
w

(1.1)

According to Bayes’ theorem:
p(w | x) =

p(x | w)p(w)
.
p(x)

(1.2)

Since the denominator is a positive constant in the maximization, the equation
(1.1) becomes
ŵ = arg max p(x | w)p(w),
(1.3)
w

which is sometimes called the fundamental equation of speech recognition. In
modern ASR systems, the probability p(w) of a sequence of words is modelled by
the language model (LM), while the conditional probability p(x | w) is computed
using the acoustic model (AM). The component connecting these two statistical
models is the pronunciation lexicon, which describes the pronunciation of each
word using a sequence of phones. The acoustic model then represents the distributions of acoustic features for individual phones.
The details of acoustic modelling will not be discussed here since training an
acoustic model is not a subject of this thesis. We will elaborate on language
modelling in Section 1.1.3.

1.1.2

Statistical phrase-based machine translation

Statistical phrase-based machine translation [16] is one of the most popular approaches to machine translation today and, despite its apparent simplicity, also
one of the most effective. Other approaches like rule-based translation and statistical syntax-based translation can in some cases perform comparably well but
they require extensive linguistic knowledge and usually underperform the phrasebased approach in unrestricted domains or with noisy input, as can be expected
from ASR.
The task of machine translation is analogous to that of speech recognition:
instead of a sound signal, we have a string of words in the source language that we
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want to translate to a string of words in the target language. In other words, we
would like to find the most likely Czech translation ê of a given English sentence f :
ê = arg max p(e | f ).

(1.4)

e

We can then derive the analogue of the equation (1.3) for machine translation:
ê = arg max p(f | e)p(e).

(1.5)

e

This equation captures the noisy channel model, which is the basis of statistical
machine translation. Again, we use two separate statistical models to represent
these probabilities: the language model p(e), modelling the probabilities of Czech
sentences, and the translation model (TM) p(f | e), describing how likely the
English sentence f is a translation of the Czech e. The usefulness of this approach
lies in the fact that the language model can act as a correction mechanism for the
translation model, assigning higher probabilities to sentences that sound more
correct (natural, fluent) in Czech.
A generalization of the noisy channel model is the log-linear model [23], which
allows to replace the language model and the translation model with an arbitrary
set of feature functions. The probability p(e | f ) is modelled as
p(e | f ) = P

exp

P

M
m=1

exp

e0



λm hm (e, f )

P

M
m=1

,

λm hm (e0 , f )

(1.6)

where h1 , h2 , . . . , hM are the feature functions and λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λM their respective
weights. Plugging in to equation (1.5) gives (dropping once again the positive
constant denominator):
ê = arg max P
e

exp

e0

= arg max exp
e

= arg max
e

P

M
m=1

exp

P

M
X

λm hm (e, f )

M
m=1




λm hm (e0 , f )
!

λm hm (e, f )

(1.7)

m=1
M
X

λm hm (e, f ).

m=1

We can see that if we choose M = 2, h1 (e, f ) = log p(f |e), h2 (e, f ) = log p(e)
and λ1 = λ2 = 1, we obtain the noisy channel model. Another example of a
possible feature function is the word penalty, which is simply the length of the
translation; the weight assigned to it can be used to control the length of the
sentences produced by the system.
Translation model
Phrase-based translation works by splitting up the sentence into segments called
phrases, translating each phrase separately and then putting them back together
(not necessarily in the original order) to form the target sentence. There are many
ways to split up the sentence and many translation options for each phrase; the
choice depends on the probabilities assigned by the log-linear model.
5

An indispensable feature in the log-linear model is of course the translation
model. Its basis is the phrase table, which lists the possible translations of each
phrase and their probabilities. The model is trained on a parallel corpus, i.e. a
large sentence-aligned collection of texts in the source language and the target
language. Phrases and their translations are extracted from this corpus and their
probabilities are determined using the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE). For
phrase extraction, the alignment of individual words is usually a prerequisite.
Weight tuning
The log-linear model comes with the need to determine the feature weights
λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λM . The standard method for weight tuning used in statistical machine translation is the Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) [22], an algorithm
which optimizes the weights toward an automatic metric of translation quality,
such as BLEU (see 1.1.4).
To use MERT, we need another parallel corpus: the so-called tuning or development set. Roughly speaking, the tuning consists of the following steps:
1. Translate each sentence in the tuning set using the MT model to obtain an
n-best list (a list of n best translations according to the model).
2. Score each translation using the given metric.
3. Adjust the feature weights so that the best-ranked translations receive
higher probabilities from the model.
4. Repeat from step 1 with the modified feature weights.
The process is repeated until the weights converge.

1.1.3

Language modelling

The role of language modelling is to estimate the probability p(w) of a string
of words w = w1 w2 . . . wk . The usual approach is the n-gram model, which is
based on the assumption that the conditional probability of the next word in a
sequence depends only on the n−1 previous words (this is known as the Markovian
property). The constant n is called the order of the model; common choices are
n = 2, 3, 4, 5.
By applying the chain rule, we can express the probability p(w) as follows:1
p(w) = p(w1 w2 . . . wk )
= p(w1 ) · p(w2 | w1 ) · p(w3 | w1 w2 ) · · · p(wk | w1 w2 . . . wk−1 ).

(1.8)

Now we can use the Markovian property to approximate the probability:
p(w) ∼
=

k
Y

p(wi | wi−n+1 . . . wi−2 wi−1 ).

(1.9)

i=1
1

Here, p(wk | w1 w2 . . . wk−1 ) denotes the conditional probability of wk given the k − 1
preceding words.
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These conditional probabilities can be estimated from a text corpus using MLE by
counting the number of times each n-gram (sequence of n words) and (n−1)-gram
occurs in the corpus:
p(wn | w1 w2 . . . wn−1 ) =

count(w1 w2 . . . wn−1 wn )
.
count(w1 w2 . . . wn−1 )

(1.10)

This straightforward approach has an obvious drawback: if a sentence contains
an n-gram that was never seen in the training data, the sentence will receive a
zero probability from the LM. However, such a sentence can still be perfectly
correct. It is therefore important to apply smoothing, which adjusts the way
n-gram probabilities are calculated so that non-zero probabilities are assigned
to unseen n-grams. A variety of smoothing techniques exists; in this thesis, we
use the modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [7], which is probably the most popular
approach.

1.1.4

Evaluation metrics

The performance of MT and ASR systems is often evaluated automatically in
terms of how close the output of the system (the candidate) is to the desired
output (reference). At least for MT, the ultimate measure of quality is always
human judgement, but for many uses, it is too expensive and time-consuming.
Automatic metrics constitute a much cheaper and faster, though somewhat less
reliable alternative. They are particularly useful in situations where we need to
repeatedly gauge the performance of a system on the same set of sentences, such
as in parameter tuning. Two such commonly used metrics are WER and BLEU.
WER
The word error rate (WER) [34] metric is commonly used for evaluating speech
recognition systems. For a single sentence, it is computed as the edit distance (or
Levenshtein distance) between the reference and the candidate, normalized over
the length of the reference. For a collection of sentences si with references ri , we
sum up all the respective edit distances and normalize over the total length of all
references, i.e.
P
mine∈Ei (I(e) + D(e) + S(e))
.
WER =
P
|ri |
Ei is the set of all editation sequences that transform ri into si , and I(e), D(e)
and S(e) are the number of insertions, deletions and substitutions in a given
editation sequence e, respectively. |ri | denotes the length of the sentence ri .
BLEU
BLEU [26] is a standard evaluation metric for machine translation, based on
n-gram precisions. It is defined as
4
1X
BLEU = BP · exp
log pn
4 n=1

7
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where pn is the modified n-gram precision
pn =

number of n-grams shared with the reference
total number of produced n-grams

and BP is the brevity penalty factor, penalizing candidates for being too short.
The best possible BLEU score is therefore 1 (or 100 when expressed as a
percentage), but this value is by far not achievable in practice due to the existence
of an overwhelming number of correct translations of each sentence.

1.1.5

Related work

ASR-MT interface
A frequent approach in speech translation is to have completely isolated ASR and
MT systems that are connected serially, i.e. the latter processes the output of the
former. This output can be in the form of a single (best-ranked) hypothesis, a
list of hypotheses (an n-best list) or a word lattice (a compact representation of
an n-best list) [27][6][19]. Alternatively, the two components can be more tightly
integrated by using a common framework, e.g. a finite state transducer (FST) [5].
For simplicity, we take the first approach, passing a single hypothesis between the
components.
Punctuation handling
As we will see, it is crucial that the MT model be trained on data that has the
same characteristics as the expected input. A major issue in this regard is that the
training data for MT models typically contains punctuation, whereas the output
of ASR usually doesn’t. Moreover, SLT is usually evaluated against a punctuated
reference, and is therefore expected to produce punctuation. For these reasons,
punctuation prediction, i.e. the automatic insertion of punctuation into a string
of words, receives a lot of attention in SLT research. In general, three different
approaches exist [20]:
• predict punctuation in the source language, i.e. before translation; the MT
model is trained on punctuated data.
• remove punctuation from the source language training data but leave it in
the target language data, leading to implicit punctuation prediction during
translation.
• predict punctuation after translation; punctuation marks are removed from
all training data.
In our case, however, we would eventually like to use the output of MT as input
for speech synthesis, and therefore punctuation is arguably less important. Also,
in our system, the input sound signal is divided into shorter segments before being
processed by ASR, and we assume one sentence per segment; hence, punctuation
prediction is not needed as a means of sentence segmentation.
We thus chose the path that seemed most straightforward: we follow the
third approach with the difference that we do not predict punctuation at all.
8

As a result, our
were transcribed
1.2 and 2.2.2 for
translations, and

system produces unpunctuated output. Our test recordings
according to guidelines used in dialogue systems (see Sections
details) and directly translated into Czech to obtain reference
consequently these do not contain punctuation either.

Foreign words recognition
There has been a number of attempts at speech recognition including foreign
words. A rather naïve method is to ignore the phonetic aspect of the foreign
language altogether and simply generate the pronunciations of the foreign words
using the grapheme-to-phoneme rules of the primary language (if these are available); for certain domains and language pairs (e.g. Sepedi with English words
[21]), this can be surprisingly effective. An opposite approach is to use a specialized acoustic model (together with an appropriate pronunciation dictionary) – for
example, we can build separate acoustic models for the two languages and then
combine them into one model while merging similar phones from the two models;
this approach has been tested on multiple language pairs including GermanEnglish [31] and Sepedi-English [21].
A kind of compromise between these two methods has been used, for example,
for recognition of English words in Mandarin speech [35]. Here, only a Mandarin
acoustic model is used and a set of rules is devised for converting English words to
Mandarin phonetic representations, which are added to the pronunciation lexicon.
In the present work, we adopt this last approach because it is better linguistically
motivated than the first one, and doesn’t require the acoustic model to be retrained, unlike the second presented method.

1.2

System prototype

As a first step, we implemented a prototype of an interactive English-to-Czech
speech translation system.
We have discussed speech recognition and machine translation, the two major
tasks in SLT. In an interactive speech-to-speech translation system, additional
components are required. First of all, if the audio signal from the user is continuous, it usually needs to be pre-processed in order to identify segments of
continuous speech – this process is called voice activity detection (VAD). As the
last step of the process, speech in the target language needs to be synthesized
from the translated text using a text-to-speech (TTS) engine.
We built such a system from existing components using the Alex open-source
dialogue systems framework [14]. Alex provides the necessary tools to build
a generic dialogue system; an example of its application is the Public Transit
Information System [10].
Alex comes with a neural network-based voice activity detector, which we used
in our prototype. It also supports different ASR and TTS engines; we employed
the unofficial Google ASR web service2 for English speech recognition, and a
Czech TTS engine provided by SpeechTech.3 For the MT subtask, we used the
2
3

https://github.com/gillesdemey/google-speech-v2
http://www.speechtech.cz/
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Reference

ASR output

could you call me a taxi
he headed for the beer tent
good morning what’s the weather
in the city of ústí nad labem
does the tram twenty two go
from here
there is a cake on the table

you call me a taxi
for the beer tent
the weather in the city of Austin 11
the French wanted to go for my ear
Ghost Recon trailer

Figure 1.1: Examples of errors in the ASR output. Differences between the output
and the reference are underlined where possible.
phrase-based component of the hybrid system Chimera [2], available as a web
service.4
The described system, named Alex Translate,5 is being maintained as a phonebased service. Its source code is available on GitHub as a fork of the main Alex
repository.6 Its purpose was to collect samples of speech in our domain of interest,
and this data was used in our experiments.
Below, we examine a sample of the collected sentences and the errors the
system prototype made on this sample. More details about the data collected
using the service will be given in Section 2.2.2.

1.2.1

ASR output

We will first inspect the output of the ASR component. Google ASR achieved
a word error rate (WER) of 21.17 on the sample, with deletions and substitutions being most frequent. Indeed, missing and misrecognized words seem to be
the most common problem in the output. In a few cases, no transcription was
returned at all.
Examples of poorly recognized sentences are shown in Fig. 1.1. We can notice
that words are often missing from the beginning of the sentence, probably disregarded as background noise by the model. These errors might be related to the
fact that the majority of our speakers were non-native, while presumably Google
ASR was trained mostly on data from native English speakers.
Rather unsurprisingly, the model was also unable to recognize the name of the
Czech city Ústí nad Labem. It cannot be expected from a general-purpose ASR
system for English to accurately recognize foreign words; this capability, however,
seems desirable in an SLT application such as the one we are considering, where
the users might occasionally use Czech words, especially place names.

1.2.2

MT output

We also examined the output of the system as a whole, i.e. the machine translation
of the sentences produced by ASR. Many of the translation errors we found were
4

https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/moses/
https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/alex#alex-translate
6
https://github.com/cifkao/alex/tree/translate
5
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in fact introduced by speech recognition; we focused on the sentences that were
recognized correctly, so as to discover some of the errors specific to the MT
component, Chimera.
We identified various kinds of errors, both in fluency (wrong word order, bad
word forms) and accuracy (wrong lexical choice, untranslated words). We found,
however, that some of these errors could be at least partially corrected by simply
adding punctuation to the source sentence. In the following examples, (a) is
the machine translation of the raw ASR output and (b) denotes the machine
translation of the same sentence with punctuation added:7
(1) where is the nearest tram stop[?]
(a) kde
je nejbližší
tramvaj zastavit
where is the nearest tramN to stop

7

(b) Kde
je nejbližší
tramvajová zastávka?
Where is the nearest tramAdj
stop?

3

(2) nice to meet you[.]
(a) těší
vás
pleases youacc.

7

(b) Rád
vás
poznávám.
Pleased youacc. I meet.
‘Pleased to meet you.’

3

This illustrates the mismatch between the two components: apparently, Chimera
relies heavily on punctuation in the input since it was present in its training data;
the output of the ASR component, on the other hand, is always unpunctuated.

7

The square brackets indicate the punctuation that was added to the input for the purpose
of this demonstration. Each translation is provided with a word-by-word gloss.
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2. System design and training
This chapter describes in detail the design of our system and the training of the
ASR and MT models.

2.1

Overview

A great amount of data is required for training both speech recognition and
machine translation models. Unfortunately, our in-domain data is scarce: we
have only collected about 14 minutes of speech, consisting of mere hundreds of
sentences. Moreover, some data is needed for the evaluation of the system.
Since our collected in-domain data is insufficient for model training, we only
use it for parameter tuning; the models themselves are trained on data from
various other sources.
For speech recognition, we use an approach that allows us to bootstrap a
domain-specific language model with little or no in-domain data available. We
mix this LM with other LMs from different domains and combine it with an
existing domain-independent acoustic model trained on both native and nonnative English speech, which should be suitable for the travel domain.
For machine translation, we do not use any data tailored to our specific needs,
but rely instead on the tuning of model parameters as a means of domain adaptation. We also seek to improve translation quality by ensuring uniform, ‘speechfriendly’ pre-processing for all training data.
Finally, we address the need for recognizing certain Czech words in English
sentences by adding their pronunciations to the lexicon.

2.1.1

Tools

The training and usage of our system is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The individual
components are built using different sets of tools.
For training the language models, we use the SRI Language Modeling Toolkit
(SRILM) [33]. SRILM allows not only for estimating language models from data,
but also manipulating them, e.g. combining them using interpolation or pruning
them to reduce their size.
The ASR model is built using the Kaldi toolkit [29]. Speech recognition
itself is performed using an extension of the toolkit [28] which supports on-line
recognition. We access the recognizer by means of the interface provided by the
Alex framework.
We train and optimize the model for MT using the Moses statistical machine
translation toolkit [17], with word alignment performed by GIZA++ [24]. The
Moses decoder is used for translating.1
We build all of our models and conduct our experiments within the framework
of Eman [1], an experiment manager. Intended for experiments in statistical
1

In both ASR and MT, the term decoding refers to the search for the best hypothesis in the
space of all possible hypotheses, or a bit more generally, to the process of speech recognition or
machine translation itself (as opposed to the training phase).
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Speech recognition training

Machine translation training
English data

reference LM

parallel data

Czech data

translation
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language
models

ﬁltered
English data

reference data

language models
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Moses model

interpolated language model

acoustic
model

vocab
Czech vocab

Kaldi model

pronunciation
lexicon

transcription

translation

Figure 2.1: The training and application of the SLT system.
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machine translation, Eman (or more precisely, the UFAL SMT Playground2 ) is
bundled with wrapper scripts around toolkits like Moses and GIZA++ and other
useful tools. Our copy of the UFAL SMT Playground is attached to this thesis so
that the reader can examine our experiments for themselves (see Appendix A).

2.2

Corpora

The first step in the process of training the models is preparing the training data.
For speech recognition, we use the following English corpora:
• Fiction and Subtitles from the CzEng corpus [3], version 1.6pre,
• a selection from the Common Crawl corpus [4],
• a selection of articles from Wikipedia.3
For machine translation, we use the entire deduplicated CzEng 1.6pre parallel
corpus and the following Czech corpora:
• Fiction and Subtitles from the CzEng 1.6pre corpus,
• News Crawl articles from 2013 and 2014.4
Below, we go over the process of obtaining these corpora, as well as additional
corpora used for parameter tuning and testing. For clarity, we include an overview
of all these corpora in Table 2.1.

2.2.1

Speech normalization

We pre-process all the corpora using our ‘speech normalization’ script (see Appendix A.2.1). For every sentence in the corpus, we apply the following procedure:
1. Lowercase the sentence.
2. Normalize whitespace, i.e. replace every sequence of whitespace characters
with a single space and remove leading and trailing whitespace.
3. Replace words like uh and er with the hesitation symbol _EHM_HMM_. This
is because hesitation sounds, background noise and other non-speech events
are treated as special kinds of phones in the acoustic model.
4. Convert numbers to their textual representation. This is done by searching
for numbers using a regular expression and then replacing the matches
with the help of the Perl modules Lingua::EN::Numbers5 for English and
Lingua::CS::Num2Word6 for Czech. (If the module in use fails to convert
a number, we remove it from the text.)
2

https://redmine.ms.mff.cuni.cz/projects/ufal-smt-playground
https://en.wikipedia.org/
4
http://www.statmt.org/wmt14/translation-task.html#download
5
http://search.cpan.org/~neilb/Lingua-EN-Numbers-2.03/lib/Lingua/EN/
Numbers.pm
6
http://search.cpan.org/~rvasicek/Lingua-CS-Num2Word-0.03/Num2Word.pm
3
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sentences

words

used for. . .

6M
36 M
29 M
46 M
66 M
810 k
388
133
176
256

77 M
280 M
187 M
347 M
558 M
19 M
1.4 k
709
725
1.8 k












English

c-fiction
c-subtitles
cc-select-60
cc-select-80
cc-select-100
wiki-neighbors
lmppl-ref
mixlm-tuning
calls1
cstest

Czech

c-fiction
c-subtitles
newscrawl

6M
36 M
18 M


67 M 
227 M
MT LMs


251 M

parallel

name

czeng16
mert-tuning
calls2

51 M 584 M translation model
414
1.8 k MT tuning
188
787 evaluation

ASR LMs











cc-select-∗ filtering
ASR LM interpolation
ASR tuning
Czech words ASR evaluation


Table 2.1: A summary of the used corpora. Word and sentence counts refer to
the normalized versions. For parallel corpora, English word counts are shown.
5. Remove all non-word characters except for apostrophes used within words
(such as don’t, she’s).
6. Discard the sentence if it is empty.
This effectively tokenizes the sentence, turning it into a sequence of lowercase
words separated by spaces.

2.2.2

Call transcriptions

We used our system prototype to collect an English speech corpus, consisting
of call recordings (segmented into utterances by the Alex voice activity detector) and their manual transcriptions. The annotators adhered to the instructions for phone call transcription used in the Alex framework. In particular, no
punctuation was included and all non-speech events (hesitation sounds, laughing,
breathing, background noises) were transcribed using special symbols. Recordings containing unintelligible speech or speech in a language other than English
were excluded from the corpus. The appropriate transcriptions were translated
into Czech (while retaining the non-speech event symbols) to obtain a parallel
corpus. All the resulting text data was post-processed so as to match the speech
normalization described above.
We split the call transcription corpus in two parts. Each part consists of about
7 minutes of speech. Part 1 (calls1 ), containing 176 sentences from a total of 17
calls, is used as a development set for tuning our ASR model. Part 2 (calls2 )
consists of 188 sentences from 18 calls and is used for evaluation of both speech
recognition and machine translation.
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how do you pronounce that
i don’t have a boyfriend
how come you don’t understand
i’d like to go home
it hurts here

how far is it
be careful
can i say anything else
do you have any meatless dishes
i hope not

Figure 2.2: A sample of English sentences from the reference corpora (normalized).
We also collected another speech corpus designed for testing the recognition
of Czech names. This corpus is described in Section 3.3.
We made all of the speech corpora available [9] in the LINDAT/CLARIN
digital library.

2.2.3

Reference corpora

We assembled data from two different sources that we consider to represent the
travel domain well:
• Part 1 of the call transcription corpus (calls1 );
• short sentences collected from Czech–English and English-only web phrasebooks (Local Lingo, Omniglot, SpeakLanguages).7
By manually editing the data to eliminate errors and nonsensical sentences, we
obtained the following ‘reference corpora’:
• lmppl-ref : English ‘phrasebook sentences’,
• mixlm-tuning: cleaned English transcriptions from calls1 ,
• mert-tuning: cleaned parallel data from both sources (calls1 & phrasebooks).
Sample English sentences from these corpora are given in Fig. 2.2.

2.2.4

Common Crawl

Our selection from the Common Crawl corpus is the main source of in-domain
data for the ASR model. While the Common Crawl itself is domain-independent
and of mixed quality, it is also massive (hundreds of terabytes of text), and we
can therefore hope that it contains a sufficient number of high-quality in-domain
sentences that we can find and use for training our language model. We use a
considerably less impressive version of the corpus from WMT 2016,8 consisting
of no more than 103 GB of compressed English text data.
Since the corpus is not fully sentence-segmented, we first use the TrTok tokenizer [18] (with its CzEng tokenization model for English) to segment it. Next,
7

http://www.locallingo.com/czech/phrases/, http://www.omniglot.com/language/
phrases/czech.php, http://www.speaklanguages.com/english/phrases/.
8
http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/translation-task.html#download
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we filter it using a simplified version of the technique described by Gao et al. [11],
with some additional constraints. A similar approach is used by Jurčíček [13] for
training a domain-specific dialog system.
The most important criterion used for the selection of sentences is their perplexity according to a language model trained on a small in-domain corpus. For
a test sentence w, perplexity is computed as the inverse probability normalized
by the number of words:
1
(2.1)
PP(w) = p(w)− |w| .
The higher the perplexity, the less predictable a sample is according to the model.
Therefore, by selecting sentences with low perplexities, we should obtain a corpus
which is similar to the training data.
First, we train a small language model using our English phrasebook sentence
collection (lmppl-ref ). Next, we normalize all sentences from the Common Crawl
and calculate the perplexity of each of these sentences using this reference LM.
We then select all sentences satisfying the following conditions:
• the sentence is at least 3 and less than 35 words long,
• less than 40 % of these words are out-of-vocabulary words (not present in
the LM),
• the computed perplexity is less than a certain value.
These thresholds are chosen arbitrarily to produce a reasonable number of sentences that are fairly similar to the phrasebook corpus. A sample from the ccselect-80 corpus (obtained by setting the perplexity threshold to 80) is shown
in Fig. 2.3. We can see that the selected sentences do not represent the travel
domain very well, but they are close in register to the reference corpus.

2.2.5

Wikipedia

We find it hard to extract useful data from Wikipedia due to its rich and inconsistent formatting. Moreover, it covers a vast amount of specialized topics in a very
technical way, and therefore, in its entirety, it is probably not a good basis for a
language model for our purposes. However, we include a selection of Wikipedia
articles to contribute some Czech Republic-related n-grams.
We use an HTML dump of the English Wikipedia from May 2015 from the
Kiwix project.9 Our corpus consists of the text of the 32,294 ‘neighbors’ of the
article Czech Republic (i.e. articles that either link to or are linked by Czech
Republic, plus Czech Republic itself). Simple pre-processing is used: we remove
footnote references from the document (these are labelled with a special HTML
class), then concatenate the text contents of all paragraphs (p elements) and
perform sentence segmentation using TrTok as in the previous section.
9

http://download.kiwix.org/zim/wikipedia/
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"But we’ve also heard – and seen, with Jim’s
game-play, that MMORPGs like World of Warcraft can be more engaging and distracting than
other games, sucking away hours and hours in
seemingly endless online quests.
The Flat Slat Sleigh changing table can also
double as a storage station for a bathroom or
laundry room.
Juni 2011 Filed under: Technik - chris @ 22:36
30 mile (s) from Longmont 334.
I can’t help but think it must be a beautiful life
down there.
135-1009 The Village Stavrohori This is one of
the bigger villages of the Sitia District, listed in
1583 by the Venetians as Stavrodoxari with 227
Cats and Things Xbox Video Games.
NOTES:

It’s surprising what you don’t
know.
Thank you so much.
I am impressed by the details
that you have on this blog.
Let’s hope so.
I missed this one.
"I don’t know if I’m better.
Click on the icon on the right to
see the full pool.
He is that person to me.
You have been busy.
I love to go out and have a good
time.
It is the shortest of the books of
the Codex Calixtinus.
I like the trumpet.

Figure 2.3: A random sample from the Common Crawl, without normalization.
Left: unfiltered. Right: selected using the reference LM, with the perplexity limit
equal to 80 (more sentences are shown in order to make use of the space).

2.3
2.3.1

ASR training
Language model

On each of the mentioned corpora (parts of CzEng, Common Crawl and Wikipedia), we train a separate 5-gram language model. We remove from the models
all n-grams that contain words which are not in our pronunciation lexicon (see
Section 2.3.2). These are words that cannot be recognized because their pronunciation is unknown. In our case, this reduces the number of unigrams in each of
the models by about 85–90 % and the total number of n-grams by about 15 %.10
Subsequently, we combine these models using interpolation [33]: we assign
each of the models a weight, take the union of their n-grams, assign each n-gram
the weighted average of the probabilities from those models, and then renormalize
the new model. The interpolation weights are tuned to minimize perplexity on
the reference corpus. We use the interpolation script11 from Moses, which uses
tools from SRILM to compute the optimal weights and run the interpolation.
We need to further reduce the model to make it practically usable for speech
recognition in terms of speed and memory requirements. We achieve this using
SRILM’s entropy-based pruning [32]: we remove from the LM all n-grams such
that their removal leads to an increase in perplexity (on the training set) by less
than a certain threshold.
10

The percentage of removed unigrams seems very high. By consulting the MT phrase table,
we found that about 80 % of these words were unknown to the translation model, and therefore
more or less safe to remove. The remaining 20 % seemed to be a mixture of relatively rare,
misspelled or incomplete English words, and words from other languages.
11
https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/ems/support/
interpolate-lm.perl
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consonants
Czech
ex.
>
ts
cár
c
ťapka
é
ďábel
ñ
ňadra
r
rád
rfi
řád
křáp
fir̊

vowels/diphthongs

English

ex.

Czech

ex.

English

ex.

ts
>
tS
>
dZ
n
ô
Z
S

tsunami
cheese
jeans
need
read
vision
she

o
au
“
eu
“
ou
“

oko
auto
euro
ouško

O
aU
“
æu
oU
“

ought
cow
—
oat

Table 2.2: The mapping of the Czech-only phones to English phones. Each phone
or group of phones is provided with an example in the respective language.

2.3.2

Pronunciation lexicon

We use the popular Carnegie Mellon University Pronouncing Dictionary12 (also
known as CMUdict), containing over 134 k English words.
In one of our experiments, we attempt to enable the recognition of certain
Czech named entities by adding their phonetic representations to the lexicon.
We proceed as follows:
1. Download the database of Czech addresses from the website of the Ministry
of the Interior13 and extract the names of all municipalities, quarters and
streets.
2. Using a phonetic transcription script14 from Alex, generate the Czech pronunciations of all words appearing in the data obtained in the previous step
(except for a few hand-picked common English words like a and do).
3. Express the Czech pronunciations using the phone set used by CMUdict
and add them to the lexicon.
The third step deserves further explanation. The Czech and English phone sets
are very different, and although some phones are shared across the two languages,
a number of Czech phones don’t have English equivalents.15 For these phones, we
attempted to find the closest match in terms of manner and place of articulation,
as shown in Table 2.2. Note that the ‘phones’ produced by the script used in
step 2 would be more accurately described as phonemes, with the exception of
the allophones [rfi] and [r̊fi] (voiced and voiceless /ř/), which are indeed treated as
two separate units. We left this behaviour unchanged. For an account of Czech
phonetics and phonology, see e.g. [12].
12

http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
http://www.mvcr.cz/clanek/databaze-adres-v-cr-a-ciselniky-uzemnich-celku.
aspx
14
https://github.com/UFAL-DSG/alex/blob/master/alex/tools/kaldi/local/
phonetic_transcription_cs.pl
15
We consider two phones equivalent if they are represented by the same symbol in the
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).
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BLEU
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Figure 2.4: The BLEU score of the stem-ali system on the development set for
different values of the acoustic scale factor. (See Section 3.1 for more information
about this system and how it is evaluated.)

2.3.3

Final model

We use an existing acoustic model trained on approximately 2,000 hours of telephone speech from various sources, namely USC-SFI MALACH [30], SWITCHBOARD [8] and LibriSpeech [25]. The UFC-SFI data, consisting of interviews
with survivors and other witnesses of the Holocaust, is characterized by natural,
spontaneous speech with a variety of non-native accents, which makes it particularly suitable for our purpose.
The recognizer has several parameters which need to be set, most importantly
the acoustic scale factor, i.e. the weight of the acoustic model relative to that of
the language model. We tune the acoustic scale factor by using linear search
to find the value that maximizes the BLEU score of the entire system on the
development set (calls1 ). The effect of this parameter on the BLEU score is
illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
The other parameters – beam, lattice-beam and max-active-states – control
the speed of the recognizer while also affecting the recognition accuracy. We set
these parameters according to Plátek and Jurčíček [28] and then tweaked them
to reduce the latency on the development set without decreasing the BLEU score
significantly. Our settings are: beam = 13, lattice-beam = 3, max-active = 1500.

2.4

MT training

We train a translation model on the czeng16 parallel corpus and a separate
5-gram language model on each of the Czech corpora, as shown in Table 2.1.
The TM and the LMs are all used as separate features in a log-linear model,
with weights optimized on the mert-tuning corpus (phrasebooks and manual call
transcriptions). For the translation model, we choose between two variants of
alignment:
a) computed on raw tokens.
20

b) computed on word ‘stems’, obtained by taking the first four characters of
each token. When pre-processing the corpus for stemming, we skip step 3
of the normalization procedure, so that we use raw word forms instead of
the non-speech event symbols.
We shall not go into greater detail about the MT training since we use the standard Eman pipeline, mostly with default settings.
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3. Experiments
3.1

Baseline and speech normalization

Fig. 3.1 shows the individual steps of the baseline experiment and their mutual dependencies. For the baseline, we limited ourselves to the most basic preprocessing. In the corpora used for the ASR language model (top right of the
figure), we used the default pre-processing from Alex, which merely lowercases
the text and replaces all non-letters with spaces. For machine translation (left
side of the figure), we used a tokenizer bundled with Eman.
Instead of the perplexity-based data selection from the Common Crawl corpus,
we simply selected 46 M random sentences. We pruned the final ASR language
model using a perplexity threshold of 10−8 .
We ran two additional experiments: The setup of sp-norm is identical to
that of baseline, but the pre-processing of all corpora is replaced with speech
normalization as described in Section 2.2.1. In stem-ali, we additionally used
the alignment on stems from Section 2.4.

3.1.1

Evaluation

We performed an end-to-end evaluation of each system by first decoding the sentences in Part 2 of our call recording corpus (calls2 ) using the speech recognition
model, then translating the recognized sentences using the MT model, and finally
computing the BLEU score of the result against the human translations of the
original sentences.
We also tested the performance of both components of the system separately.
To evaluate the speech recognition model, we measured the word error rate
(WER) of the decoded sentences against the manual transcriptions of the recordings. Similarly, we evaluated the MT model in isolation by using it to translate
the manual transcriptions and then computing the BLEU score with their human
translations as a reference.
For evaluation, we removed any punctuation that the MT component might
have produced. Because the reference translations do not contain punctuation
either (as discussed in Section 2.2.2), we are effectively measuring the BLEU score
only on words.
The results are shown in Table 3.1, including also several other systems for
comparison (these are discussed below and in Section 3.2). Apparently, the spnorm and stem-ali systems present a great improvement over the baseline
(the end-to-end BLEU score increases from 22.99 to 27.93 for sp-norm and 31.88
for stem-ali). We suspect, however, that the variation in WER in these cases
(27.61 → 25.25 → 27.19) is largely owing to the fact that the ASR models were
tuned for use with different MT models. This is clearly the case of the last two
of these three systems (sp-norm and stem-ali), where the same ASR model is
used, except for the value of the acoustic scale factor.
In order to assess to what extent translation quality can be improved by adding
punctuation to the input, as opposed to removing it from the training data, we
also included a version of the baseline system that uses ‘oracle punctuation’. This
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translate

calls2/cs

evaluator
(ASR+MT)

calls2/en

evaluator
(ASR)

alexdec

evaluator
(MT)

calls1/cs

tm

align

asropt

🔊 calls2/en

🔊 calls1/en

model

lm

c-fiction/cs

hclg

am

mixlm-tuning/en

limvocab

lm

prunelm
+ dict

mixlm

limvocab

lm

c-fiction/en

limvocab

lm

cc-select/en

limvocab

lm

wiki-select/en

Figure 3.1: The structure of the baseline experiment (simplified). Each node corresponds to one Eman step, rectangles denote corpora.
See Appendix A.1 for a brief description of each step type.

calls2/cs

mert

mert-tuning/en

lm

newscrawl/cs

czeng16/en

translate

calls2/en

mert-tuning/cs

lm

c-subtitles/cs

czeng16/cs

c-subtitles/en

System

% BLEU
% WER
(ASR+MT) (ASR)
22.99

27.61

44.22

25.62

—

47.76

27.93
31.88
28.67
34.64
31.75

25.25
27.19
23.94
22.92
13.57

45.25
48.50
—
—
31.78

baseline
+ oracle punctuation*

sp-norm
stem-ali
select-80b
select-100a
Gasr-Chimera
*

% BLEU
(MT)

Not available in practice.

Table 3.1: The performance of our systems on the test set (calls2 ). The MTonly BLEU scores for the systems from Section 3.2 are not shown since the MT
component is the same as in stem-ali. The performance of the prototype (Google
ASR + Chimera) is included for comparison.
is not a real system, but a hypothetical one where the punctuation of the input
sentence is correctly guessed by an oracle before the sentence is translated. We
achieved this by adding the punctuation by hand to the manual transcriptions
and the output of ASR before running the machine translation.
We can see that using oracle punctuation in the baseline system helps more
(BLEU 47.76) than simply ignoring punctuation (as sp-norm does, reaching only
a BLEU of 45.25), but only when the input is a human transcription. When the
output of ASR is being translated, the result is opposite (25.62 vs. 27.93 BLEU).
This suggests that with a better ASR model, using automatic punctuation prediction on its output before passing it to an MT model trained on punctuated
data could yield better results.

3.2

Data selection

In the next experiment, we focused on the speech recognition model, testing
different thresholds (denoted σ in the following) for the perplexity-based selection
of data from the Common Crawl, as well as different pruning thresholds (denoted
τ ) for the ASR language model. We used the stem-ali setup as a basis for these
experiments.
The settings we examine here are σ = 60, 80, 100 and τ = 10−7 , 10−8 , 10−9 ;
for less constraining values of either parameter, the speech recognition model
becomes highly computationally intensive, requiring more than 100 GB of RAM
for building and more than 30 GB for decoding.

3.2.1

Automatic evaluation

We only evaluate the ASR and ASR+MT performance because the MT model is
the same throughout the experiment.
We found that if we replace the 46 M random sentences form the Common
Crawl with the same number of sentences selected based on perplexity (with
σ = 80), the accuracy of speech recognition increases, but the overall BLEU
24

System
baseline
select-100a

% ≥ other

% acceptable

41.49
61.70

28.19
37.77

Table 3.2: The results of manual evaluation of the best system against the baseline.
score decreases. This is shown in Table 3.1 (stem-ali → select-80b: decrease
in both WER and BLEU). However, the two models are difficult to compare since
they are not of the same size: as we have seen in Fig. 2.3, the random selection
contains much longer sentences, and therefore the resulting language model has
a much higher number of n-grams.
If, for a given choice of σ, we decrease the pruning threshold τ , thereby increasing the size of the training data, both ASR and ASR+MT tend to improve.
This is apparent from Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3, which show the results depending on
the total number of n-grams in the pruned LM.
No general conclusion can be drawn regarding the effect of σ; quite possibly,
our test set is too small, leading to excessive noise in the results. However, with
the least aggressive pruning (τ = 10−9 ), increasing σ seems to help in terms of
BLEU (σ = 60 → 80 → 100 led to a gradual increase in BLEU by 4.7 points).
Indeed, the best result overall (BLEU-wise), shown in Table 3.1 as select-100a,
was achieved using the settings τ = 10−9 , σ = 100.

3.2.2

Human evaluation

We also performed a manual evaluation of the best system, select-100a, against
the baseline. We compared the two translations of each sentence in the test set
and we recorded for each system the number of times it was judged better than
or equal to the other system. (Therefore, if the outputs of both systems were
equally good or equally bad, they would both get a +1.) We were also interested
in how often each system produced an ‘acceptable’ translation, i.e. one that was
understandable and retained the original meaning. The results are shown in
Table 3.2.

3.3

Czech names recognition

In order to evaluate the ability of our speech recognition models to recognize
Czech names, we needed a speech corpus containing a sufficient number of them.
Because the test set used for all other experiments doesn’t satisfy this requirement, we resorted to an artificial one. We constructed a set of 54 short English
sentences, each containing the Czech names of one or more places in the Czech
Republic, and asked our five colleagues (foreigners studying in Prague) to record
them by means of Alex Translate. We filtered the recordings to remove defects
such as stuttering or incomplete sentences, but we didn’t exclude any mispronunciations of the Czech expressions. We performed evaluation on the resulting
set of 256 sentences (cstest) by calculating the WER and also the percentage of
correctly recognized place names.
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% BLEU

34

τ = 10−7
τ = 10−8
τ = 10−9

32

30

select-100

select-60

select-80

28
106 106.2 106.4 106.6 106.8 107 107.2 107.4 107.6
Total n-gram count
Figure 3.2: The end-to-end BLEU scores for different settings; higher pruning
thresholds tend to, but do not always, lead to better (higher) BLEU scores.

% WER
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select-60

25
24

select-80

23

τ = 10−7
τ = 10−8
τ = 10−9

22

select-100

106 106.2 106.4 106.6 106.8 107 107.2 107.4 107.6
Total n-gram count
Figure 3.3: The WER scores for ASR for different settings; higher pruning thresholds always lead to better (lower) WER scores.
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System
select-80a
cs-names

% WER

% correct

calls2

cstest

cstest

22.02
21.92

64.79
61.85

0.00
6.39

Table 3.3: The performance of two different speech recognition models on our
‘regular’ test set and on an artificial set of sentences containing Czech names.
We evaluate two systems: select-80a (σ = 80, τ = 10−9 ) and cs-names.
The latter system was obtained by re-building the former with the extended
pronunciation lexicon described in Section 2.3.2. We chose σ = 80 instead of
100 to reduce the memory cost since the bigger lexicon leads to a bigger, more
demanding model. Moreover, we have seen in Fig. 3.3 that select-80a performed
slightly better than select-100a in terms of WER.
In the first column of Table 3.3, we can verify that the extended lexicon
doesn’t cause a significant increase in WER on the calls2 corpus (in fact, it leads
to a decrease by 0.1). The more interesting part is the evaluation on the cstest
set; while the extended lexicon presents a noticeable improvement (-2.94 WER),
the performance is obviously still unsatisfactory: only 6.39 % of the place names
were recognized correctly and the WER of 61.85 indicates that the overall word
accuracy was lower than 40 %.
By inspecting the output of cs-names, we found that the model seems to
favour certain place names: out of the 17 correctly recognized names, Dejvická
was repeated three times and České Budějovice and a few others twice. While
most (96 %) of the Czech vocabulary necessary to recognize all of the names is
indeed present in the model, it could be the case that the n-grams containing the
unrecognized names are not present in the LM with sufficient probabilities, for
example because they were removed during pruning. If this were true, it would
help increase the probabilities of such n-grams in the LM, e.g. using a specialized
training corpus.
It is also possible that our phone mapping is too distorting, or that the unrecognized names consist of phone sequences that are uncommon in English,
and therefore disqualified by the acoustic model. Better performance could be
achieved by using a one-to-many phone mapping instead of a one-to-one mapping,
allowing multiple pronunciations per word, or by considering sequences of Czech
phones instead of single phones. Nevertheless, in order to reach high recognition
accuracy for Czech words, the AM would probably need to be re-trained, perhaps
using the approach mentioned in Section 1.1.5.

3.4

Speed

For real-time speech translation, which is the intended application of our system,
low response time of the ASR and MT models is essential. We measured the
latency of the models for each of the sentences in the test set. For on-line speech
recognition, latency is the delay between the end of the utterance (the moment
the user has finished speaking) and the availability of the recognition result; for
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System
select-100a
Gasr-Chimera

ASR+MT

ASR

MT

50 %

95 %

50 %

95 %

50 %

95 %

0.67
1.35

4.87
2.68

0.07
0.80

0.33
1.65

0.58
0.40

4.78
1.52

Table 3.4: Median and 95th percentile latencies in seconds, measured on the test
set.
MT, it is simply the time consumed by translation. The sum of these two latencies
is the total latency of the system, i.e. the total amount of time the user has to
wait before the translation is available.
In Table 3.4, we report the median latency and the 95th percentile latency of
our select-100a system and its components. The data was collected in three
consecutive runs of each component on the same machine (hence, each test sentence was recognized and translated three times). For comparison, the same
statistics are reported for Gasr-Chimera. Of course, because both components
of the latter system are web-based, their latencies are expected to vary depending
on the Internet connection quality.
While the latency of our ASR model is a noticeable improvement over Google
ASR (probably because we are running the recognizer locally, eliminating the
overhead of the web API), our MT latency is very high. This is even more
evident from Fig. 3.4: the latency of ASR stays in the order of fractions of a
second, but translation takes more than 10 s in more than 3 % of the cases. This
renders the system virtually unusable for real-time translation.
We should stress, however, that we did not optimize the MT component for
speed at all, and that there are many possibilities in this regard. The Moses
decoder has options that allow to limit the search space (i.e. the set of possible
translations that are considered) [15], therefore speeding up the decoding. Also,
the model itself can be filtered, for example, making it more computationally
efficient. Unfortunately, these adjustments usually have a negative effect on the
output of the system. It is therefore necessary to find a balance between speed
and translation quality.
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Figure 3.4: Percentile graphs of the ASR and MT latency of the select-100a
system on the individual sentences in the test set (each included three times).
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Conclusion
We presented Alex Translate, our English-to-Czech spoken language translation
system, and proposed improvements to its ASR and MT components. We conducted a series of experiments in which we evaluated these improvements, using
both automatic metrics and human judgement. We conclude that our improvements were generally successful with regard to translation quality, but the system
is not yet ready for deployment within Alex Translate due to high response times
of the MT model.

Future work
The next step should naturally be to optimize the MT model for real-time translation.
It would also be desirable to investigate why our approach to foreign words
recognition was so unsuccessful, and attempt to improve it. As discussed earlier,
improvement could be achieved either by using a specialized corpus or training a
custom acoustic model.
Another possible direction of future research is punctuation prediction. This
is a widely used technique in SLT and we have suggested that it might bring a
small improvement in our case as well.
Lastly, our system could be improved by introducing a more complex interface
between speech recognition and machine translation. Specifically, the use of word
lattices has proven useful in SLT. The recognizer we use does produce word
lattices, and the Moses decoder is capable of decoding them efficiently, so this
should be fairly straightforward to implement in our setup.
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A. Attachment: Playground
The attachment to this thesis contains our copy of the UFAL SMT Playground,
which we used to run our experiments. Since the playground has many dependencies and is not easily portable between different machines, we include it merely for
illustrative purposes. We also had to remove most of the files in order to reduce
the size of the playground from the original 155 GB to about 3 GB. Nonetheless,
we preserved the essential training data (except for the CzEng corpus and its
parts) and the descriptions of all the steps, so a skilled Eman user should be able
to replicate our results with some effort.
Below, we give a concise description of the playground and our additions to
it. Our contributions are recorded in the slt branch of the Git repository.1

A.1

Steps, seeds and tracebacks

The playground directory contains a number of subdirectories with names of
the form s.steptype.hash.date -time ; each represents one step of an experiment and its name encodes the type of the step, a unique hash and the time
it was created. For example, the directory s.corpus.04f0a0a5.20160419-2023
represents the step containing the newscrawl corpus.
Each step was generated from a seed, which is a script that creates steps of a
particular type. Each seed defines a set of variables, whose values are specified
at the creation of a new step. Based on these variables, the seed prepares the
contents of the step directory, most importantly the eman.command file, which
contains the actual code that produces some useful data.
The most important seeds (step types) used in our experiments are:
corpus

Registers a new corpus.

lm

Trains a language model on a given corpus.

mixlm

Interpolates a given set of language models, with weights tuned
on a development set.

align

Produces word alignment for a given parallel corpus.

tm

Trains a translation model on a given aligned parallel corpus.

model

Prepares a model for Moses from a set of tms and lms.

mert

Tunes a model’s weights using MERT.

translate

Translates a corpus using a given mert step.

evaluator

Calculates the BLEU or WER score of the output of MT or ASR.

hclg

Builds a Kaldi speech recognition model from a given acoustic
model, language model and pronunciation lexicon.

1

https://redmine.ms.mff.cuni.cz/projects/ufal-smt-playground/repository/
show?rev=slt
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alexdec

Runs speech recognition on a speech corpus using a given hclg
model or Alex configuration file.

hack

This is a meta-seed that allows to create a step with arbitrary
code without having to write a new seed, and then easily replicate it. Note that in Fig. 3.1, we display steps of type hack
under more descriptive labels.

We created the last 3 seeds for the purposes of our experiments; the rest are a
standard part of the SMT Playground.
The traceback of a given step is the tree of the predecessors of that step
(i.e. all steps it transitively depends on). With Eman installed, one can run the
command2
eman tb SPEC
to obtain the traceback of the step specified by SPEC . The option --vars can be
added, causing Eman to also display the values of all variables of each step in the
traceback. SPEC can be the name of a step or anything that uniquely identifies a
step; for example, in our particular setup, an evaluator can be referenced using
the computed score. Therefore, we can use
eman tb --vars 34.64
to view the complete specification of the experiment that achieved the BLEU
score 34.64.

A.2

Scripts

Besides step directories, the playground also contains a collection of tools that
are used by the steps. Here, we provide the user documentation for two scripts,
normalize-speech.pl and phonetic_transcription_cs_to_en.pl, which we
created as a part of this thesis. Both scripts are located in playground/tools.

A.2.1

normalize-speech.pl

The script applies speech normalization to its standard input and writes the
result to its standard output. The description in Section 2.2.1 corresponds to the
following usage (with the language specified by --lang):
normalize-speech.pl --lc --numbers=convert --nohyp --nonspeech
Options
--column=N
Normalize only the N -th tab-delimited column.
--keep-nonspeech
Preserve non-speech event symbols.
2

The command has to be executed inside the playground directory, which has to be writable
so that Eman can index it.
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--keepempty
Do not omit empty lines.
--lang=en|cs
Use the given language. Default is en.
--lc
Lowercase the text (uppercase by default).
--nohyphens
Do not leave hyphens in the input.
--nonspeech
Replace words like uh and er (depending on the language) with the hesitation
symbol _EHM_HMM_.
--numbers=keep|convert|remove
Specify what to do with numbers. Default is remove.
--punct
Keep punctuation.
--transcription
Indicates that the input is the result of manual transcription. Implies the
--nonspeech option unless negated by --nononspeech.

A.2.2

phonetic_transcription_cs_to_en.pl

This script expects the output of phonetic_transcription_cs.pl on the standard input. It replaces the Czech phones by the English phones used in the CMU
dictionary (as shown in Table 2.2) and writes the result to the standard output.
Each line of the input is expected to contain a word and a sequence of phones,
all separated by whitespace.
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